Parting Shot From "Poppy" Bush and Threats from the
Treasury

By Anna Von Reitz
I have a friend in MI6 -- a man I have known more than forty years. He is a loyal Brit, despite being
aware of the many failings of his government. We have a grumpy fondness for each other-- trade bad
puns, commiserate, and observe the world on a purely social basis.
He got in contact with me this morning and unequivocally stated that the "strike" on Big Lake was a
"parting shot" in honor of "Poppy Bush" ---George Herbert Walker Bush, who was "executed" that
same day by lethal injection "for his part" in 911 and many, many other crimes.
If so, that would be consistent with reports coming in from American Intelligence sources, too: "The
strike on Big Lake was a coordinated strike carried out by the US NAVY and allowed by the USAF,
both operating under the UN CORP. Their default to creditors should be final December 5, this coming
Wednesday."
So, a parting shot from them, too.
My old Brit friend and I had a good laugh about all the reporters fondly gushing about GHW Bush and
calling him "Poppy" right in the press, without a clue that this nickname refers to his kingpin status in
the opium drug trade and isn't just a fond family substitute for "darling Papa".
The wannabe Communists fall right in line and support the Fascists. The Fascists never make the
same mistake. That is, the Communists regularly mistake Fascists for Communists, but the Fascists
never make the same mistake and support Communists.
Please remember that George Herbert Walker Bush was knighted by the Queen for his service -- to
whom and what can only be inferred.
Please also remember that the United States Navy has always been under the control of the British
Monarchs, and that the municipal US NAVY has been under the control of their UN CORP counterparts
in Switzerland and Luxembourg, some of the nastiest and most sanctimonious Fascists on Earth.
When you go to the U.S. Patent Office and begin sorting through the mess they left there, everyone
will see how often the US NAVY shows up as the offender registering false patents and trademarks
and trade names, and how they have then used those patents, trademarks, and trade names to pull
horrendous fraud schemes and make false commercial claims against entire countries.
You will also see how Serco, the British multi-national corporation operating as Paymaster for the
British Territorial Government, allowed all this malfeasance by the US NAVY.
They and their predecessors allowed the continuance of the fraudulent banking system, too. Buried
deep in the Mess at the Patent Office you will find eight principle patents controlled by multi-national
banks --- which are all actually operating as securities investment firms.
Each bank controls a patent and one step or part of the overall system.

So it was all based on "mutually assured destruction"--- none of the rats could rat on the others, or
the whole thing would collapse. Deutsche Bank, being the loser in WWII, got stuck holding all the
"derivatives" being spun off the securitization of living people and the copyrighting of their names
and the patenting of their DNA.
The Vatican Bank was underwriting and allowing all this under its ancient canon laws pertaining to
vacant commonwealth properties "Bono Vacantia" and "Bastardy Funds" and property of "missing
persons" and intestate estates in probate.
Everybody got a share of the kickbacks, including the British Territorial Government and the
Municipal United States Government run by the "US CONGRESS".
And they then shared out the wealth coming off this monstrous scheme by offering more kickbacks
to the Territorial and Municipal "state of state" organizations as bait to get them to incorporate as
franchises owned and operated by the parent British and Municipal corporations in DC.
I have reason to believe that you will see a lot of arrests of prominent people in all fifty states who
have been siphoning and cheating in every way possible --- Medicare Fraud and bribing of judges and
prosecutors and misapplication of "General Improvement Funds" and all sorts of relatively minor
($500,000 to $3,000,000) offenses.
But what I want you to keep your eye on is the far, far greater Kickback Scheme that the "federal
government" employed via LBJ's "Block Grants" and similar ploys to influence and take over the
organizations functioning "as" your State Governments.
And all the "Local Government Councils" promoted and funded by David Rockefeller as part of the
final drive to take over and own and control everything in sight, including the water you drink and the
air you breathe.
That is the real problem, and while the small fish are being sacrificed, be sure that the Big Ones don't
get away unnoticed.
I received a call from the "U.S. Treasury Department" today -- bearing in mind that the actual United
States hasn't had a Treasury since 1924 --- and the Agent told one of the lawyers working with us
that "they would destroy him and his business and his family" if he continued to help.
The "U.S. Treasury Department" is in fact the IMF, which has been running the show since 1946.
And the IMF owes us $190 Trillion that they can't pay back.
My reply to the "U.S. Treasury"?
Make peace with your brother on your way to court.
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